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Abstract. With the emergence of cryptocurrencies, Blockchain architectures have
become more and more important. In such architectures, components maintain
and exchange a list of records in a way which makes the entries persistent, i.e.,
resistant to modifications. Thereby, the architecture is dynamic in the sense that
components may join or leave the network and connections between them may
change over time. The dynamic nature of Blockchain architectures makes their
verification a challenge, since it involves reasoning about potentially unbounded
number of components. To this end, we developed FACT UM, an approach for
the specification and interactive verification of dynamic architectures based on
the interactive theorem prover Isabelle. In this paper we report on the outcome of
applying the approach to formally specify a version of Blockchain architectures
and verify that the list entries of such architectures are indeed persistent.
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Introduction

The concept of Blockchain was first introduced with the invention of the Bitcoin cryptocurrency by a person (or group) known as Satoshi Nakamoto in 2008 [26]. Since then,
the technology found several other applications, especially in the domain of cryptocurrencies [4]. However, the technology seems promising also for other domains, such
as the medical [3], land management [7], business process management [24], or even
identity management [35]. Usually, the term “blockchain” refers to a list of records,
so-called blocks, which contain actual data elements. A Blockchain architecture, on the
other hand, consists of a network of so-called nodes, in which every node maintains a
copy of the blockchain and continuously exchanges its copy with other nodes. Thereby,
blockchains are required to be persistent, i.e., entries should be resistant to modifications.
To achieve this, nodes are required to follow a certain protocol consisting of several,
so-called, consensus rules.
Blockchain architectures are an instance of a more general class of architectures
called dynamic architectures [22]. In such architectures, components may join or leave
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the architecture and connections between components can change over time. This dynamics makes the verification of such architectures a challenge, since it involves reasoning
about an unbounded number of components.
In an attempt to address this problem, we developed FACT UM [18], an approach
for the specification and verification of such architectures. A FACT UM specification
consists of three main parts:
– A specification of the involved data types in terms of abstract datatypes.
– A specification of the involved types of components in terms of interfaces and
corresponding assertions about the behavior of components of a certain type.
– A set of architectural assertions to specify component activation and reconfiguration
of connections between components.
A FACT UM specification can be systematically transferred to a corresponding Isabelle [27] theory where it is subject to interactive verification.
While the general FACT UM approach was already introduced in [18], the focus
of [18] was the presentation and discussion of the specification techniques and the algorithm to map a FACT UM specification to a corresponding Isabelle locale. To this end, we
demonstrated the algorithm by means of three simple examples: a Singleton architecture,
a Publisher-Subscriber architecture, and a Blackboard architecture, amounting up to 500
lines of Isabelle code. With this paper, we build on the work described in [18] and
evaluate the approach on a larger case study. To this end, we applied the approach to
specify Blockchain architectures based on the description provided in [26] and verify
persistency of confirmed blocks. Thus, the contribution of the paper is twofold:
– It describes a case study for FACT UM, which reveals important insights about the
use of FACT UM for the verification of dynamic architectures.
– It provides a formal specification of Blockchain architectures, which is guaranteed
to resist double spend attacks.
In total, the specification consists of 12 assumptions for Blockchain architectures and
verification required roughly 3500 lines of Isabelle/HOL code.
In the next section, we provide some background on Blockchains (Sect. 2) and the
FACT UM approach (Sect. 3). We then present a possible specification of Blockchain
architectures (Sect. 4) and describe our formalization and verification of the persistence
property for blockchain entries (Sect. 5). We continue with a discussion of related work
(Sect. 7) in the area of formalizations of blockchain-related concepts and verification
of consensus algorithms. We conclude our presentation with a summary of major results
and a discussion of its implications as well as directions for future work (Sect. 8).

2

Blockchain Architectures

Blockchain architectures were first introduced with the invention of the Bitcoin cryptocurrency [26]. In cryptocurrencies, a digital coin is usually passed from one owner
to the next one by digitally signing an electronic transaction. To ensure that coins are
only spent once, a payee has to know whether a received coin is already spent or not at
the time he receives it. This problem is known as the double spend problem and before
the invention of Blockchain, it was solved using a central, trusted identity, which knew
every transaction of the system and confirmed that a coin was not already spent. In an
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attempt to avoid such central authorities, Bitcoin proposed a system called Blockchain
to solve the double spend problem in a distributed, peer-to-peer network. To this end,
the network stores a continuously growing list of persistent entries, which contain the
actual money transactions. The list is shared among all participants of the network and
by inspecting it, a node can independently verify that a coin was not already spent. In
this paper, we call such a network a Blockchain architecture and in the following we
summarize some basic concepts of such architectures. Thereby, we follow the informal
description provided in [26].
Blockchain. The term “blockchain” usually refers to the major data structure involved
in a Blockchain architecture: a list of records aka. blocks. Blocks, on the other hand,
contain the actual data elements, for example, money transactions in cryptocurrency
applications. Blocks can be added on top of the chain and verified by a process known
as mining. In Bitcoin, for example, mining involves the guessing of a random number (a
so-called nonce), adding it to a candidate block and checking whether the corresponding
hash exhibits a certain form (starting with a certain number of zeros). This makes mining
of a new block computationally expensive, since it usually requires many guesses (and
subsequent hashings) to find a number which produces the right hash. On the other hand,
ensuring that a given block was indeed successfully mined remains computationally
cheap (it only requires a single hashing).
Consensus. In a Blockchain architecture, every node maintains a local copy of the
blockchain, which it exchanges with its peers. Due to the distributed nature, it may
happen that two different blocks are added concurrently, resulting in two different
versions of the blockchain available in the network. In order to reach a consensus on
which version is the "right" one, a Blockchain architecture usually comes with a strategy
of how to select the right version from a set of competing blockchains. This rule is applied
by every honest node of the network and should guarantee that the nodes eventually
reach a consensus.
Consensus rules. There are several different types of strategies used to reach consensus, such as proof-of-work [26] or proof-of-stake [4]. In the proposed specification,
we rely on the proof-of-work concept also used by Bitcoin and related applications. It is
based on the observation that the number of blocks in a blockchain usually represents the
amount of computing power involved to build this chain. Thus, the largest chain from a
set of competing blockchains must be the one accepted by the majority of the network.
Thus, if a honest node is facing two versions of a blockchain, it is required to always
choose the longer one.
Confirmation blocks. In a proof-of-work network, every CPU gets one vote and
majority decisions can usually only be manipulated if one entity owns more than 50%
of the computing power of the network. This might not be true, however, for blocks
added to the blockchain only recently. A single node may just be lucky and guess the
right nonce fast, without investing a lot of computational power. To cope with such lucky
guesses, one usually waits for some blocks to be mined on top of the block containing
a certain transaction, to accept this transaction as completed. These blocks are called
confirmation blocks and in Bitcoin, for example, it is suggested to wait for at least six
confirmation blocks to accept a transaction as completed [31].
3
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FACTum

FACT UM [18] is an approach for the formal specification and interactive verification of
dynamic architectures. It consists of a formal system model for dynamic architectures,
techniques to specify architectures over this model, an algorithm to map the specification
to a corresponding Isabelle theory, and an Isabelle-based framework to support the
interactive verification of architecture specifications. FACT UM is also implemented in
terms of an Eclipse/EMF application called FACT UM Studio [21] which supports a user
in the development of architecture specifications.

3.1

System Model

In FACTum, an architecture is modeled in terms of sets of so-called architecture
traces [15,22], i.e., streams [6] of architecture snapshots. Thereby, an architecture
snapshot consists of a set of (active) components with their ports valuated by messages
and connections between the ports of the components. Moreover, components of a certain
type may be parameterized by a set of messages.
Example 1 (Architecture trace). Assuming that M1 , M2 , . . . are sets of messages. Figure 1
depicts an architecture trace t with corresponding architecture snapshots t(0) = k0 ,
t(1) = k1 , and t(2) = k2 . Architecture snapshot k0 , for example, consists of three
active components: c1 , c2 , and c3 . Component c3 is parameterized with a parameter
p with value M. It has two input ports i0 and i1 , valuated with messages M2 and M1 ,
respectively. Moreover, it has two output ports o0 and o1 , valuated with messages M1 and
M3 , respectively.
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Fig. 1: Architecture trace with its first three architecture snapshots.

Note that the model allows components to be valuated by a set of messages, rather than
just a single message, at each point in time. Moreover, components can be activated
and deactivated and connections between them may change over time. The model of
architecture traces is also implemented by a corresponding Isabelle/HOL theory, which
is described in [17].
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3.2

Specifying Dynamic Architectures

FACT UM provides several techniques to support the formal specification of dynamic
architectures [18]:
– First, the data types involved in an architecture are specified in terms of algebraic
specifications [33].
– Then, a set of interfaces is specified graphically using architecture diagrams.
– Component types are then created by adding constraints about component behavior
to the corresponding interfaces.
– Finally, a set of architectural assertions is added to specify constraints about component activation and deactivation as well as interconnection.
A FACT UM specification comes with a formal semantics in a denotational style, which
is described in [20]. To this end, each specification is interpreted by a corresponding set
of architecture traces.
Constraints about component behavior are specified in terms of behavior trace
assertions, i.e., first order linear temporal logic formulæ using ports of the interfaces
as free variables. Architectural constraints are specified in terms of architecture trace
assertions. These are also a type of first order linear temporal logic formulæ, with
variables denoting components and some special terms and predicates:
– With c.p, for example, we denote the valuation of port p of a component c.
– With c we denote that component c is currently active.
– With c.o
c0 .i we denote that output port o of component c is connected to input
port i of component c0 .
Architecture diagrams are a graphical formalism to specify interfaces for component
types. To this end, component types are represented by rectangles with their ports denoted
by empty (input) and filled (output) circles. Architecture diagrams may be annotated to
easily express common architectural constraints:
Activation annotations can be added to component types, to specify upper and lower
bounds for the number of active components of the corresponding type.
Connection annotations are expressed in terms of annotated lines between the ports
of component types, to express upper and lower bounds for connections between
the ports of corresponding components.
Note that activation and connection annotations are actually just synonyms for certain
architectural assertions and may also be expressed using architecture trace assertions
described above.
3.3

Verifying Dynamic Architectures

FACT UM comes with an algorithm to map a given specification to a corresponding
Isabelle theory, where it is subject to formal verification. To support the verification,
FACT UM provides a framework for the interactive verification of architecture specifications in Isabelle/HOL [17]. Among other things, the framework implements a calculus
to support reasoning about component behavior in a dynamic environment [16].

4

Formalizing Blockchain Architectures

In the following, we present our formalization of Blockchain architectures in FACT UM.
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4.1

Data Types and Ports

As described in Sect. 2, a key data type for Blockchain architectures is the blockchain
itself. In the following, we first formalize a blockchain data structure by means of
algebraic datatypes. Then, we specify two types of ports to send and receive blockchains,
respectively.
Blockchains. A blockchain is modeled as a parametric list, in which the nature of the
list entries (the blocks) depends on the concrete application context of the pattern. In
cryptocurrency applications, for example, a block is usually a set of transactions. In other
applications, however, blocks could be of a different type.
Figure 2a depicts a specification of blockchains by means of an abstract data type
specification. First, a parametric sort hBiBC is introduced as a synonym for a corresponding list. Thereby, the type of blocks is denoted with type parameter B. In addition, we
specify a function symbol MAX for blockchains, which takes a set of blockchains, and
returns a blockchain with maximal length. Thus, we require two characteristic properties
for MAX : Eq. (1) requires that a maximal blockchain of a set of blockchains BC is
part of BC itself. In addition, Eq. (2) requires that MAX is indeed maximal, i.e., that
the length of every other blockchain of the corresponding set BC is less or equal to the
length of MAX . Note that MAX (BC ) is guaranteed to exist, whenever BC 6= ∅ and
BC is finite.
Port types. Figure 2b specifies two types of ports which can be used to exchange
blockchains: pin for input ports and pout for output ports. They will be used later on for
the specification of component type interfaces.
DTSpec Blockchain

imports hBiLIST as hBiBC
℘(hBiBC) → hBiBC

MAX :
flex

℘(hBiBC)

BC :

BC

bc :
MAX (BC ) ∈ BC

(1)

∀bc ∈ BC : #bc ≤ #MAX (BC )

(2)

PSpec BPort
pin :

hBiBC

pout :

hBiBC

(b) Port specification.

(a) Data type specification.

Fig. 2: Data types and ports for Blockchain architectures.

4.2

Component Types

As described in Sect. 2, the components involved in a Blockchain architecture are
called nodes. In the following, we first describe the syntactic interface of such a node
component. Then, we introduce some auxiliary definitions for nodes. Finally, we provide
a set of characteristic properties for a node’s behavior.
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Diagram Blockchainhcb : NATi
var

bnd hn , nd 0 hn 0 : hn ∧ hn 0 c
Nodehhonest : bool i
bc : hBiBC
pin
mining : bool

hn :

Node[honest]

dn :

Node[¬honest]

def

PoW
pout

=

LEAST x : ∀hn : hn −→ #hn.bc ≤ x

hmining

def

=

∃hn : hn ∧ hn.mining

dmining

def

∃dn : dn ∧ dn.mining

=

Fig. 3: Architecture diagram for Blockchain architectures.
Interfaces. The architecture diagram depicted in Fig. 3 is parameterized by a number
of confirmation blocks cb and specifies the syntactic interface of Blockchain nodes.
Actually, the diagram also contains a graphical representation of a connection constraint
as well as the definition of three auxiliary definitions for nodes. For now, we may just
ignore these additional aspects and focus on the description of the interface. We will,
however, come back to the auxiliary definitions in the next section and we will discuss
the connection constraint later on in Sect. 4.3.
Recall that a node in a Blockchain may either be honest or dishonest. Thus, a node
is parameterized by a boolean value honest, which means that every component of
type node is associated with a boolean value, which determines its trustworthiness. In
addition, a node has two state variables: variable bc keeps a local copy of the blockchain
and variable mining signals the mining of a new block. Finally, a node may exchange
blockchains via its input port pin and output port pout.
Auxiliary definitions. To support subsequent development, the right hand side of
Fig. 3 introduces three auxiliary definitions for nodes: honest proof-of-work and honest/dishonest mining.
Honest proof-of-work. Honest proof-of-work (PoW ) represents the maximal proofof-work, currently available in the honest community. Since proof-of-work corresponds
to the length of a blockchain (Sect. 2), honest proof-of-work is defined as the least
upper bound for the length of honest blockchains, i.e. blockchains of active ( hn ) and
honest (Node[honest]) nodes. Note the use of the definite description operator LEAST
to denote the least element x which satisfies a certain condition.
Honest and dishonest mining. Honest mining (hmining) is a predicate to denote the
successful mining by some honest node. Similarly, dishonest mining (dmining) signals
the mining by some dishonest node. Both predicates are interpreted over an architecture
state and require the existence of a honest/dishonest node, which currently finished
mining. Honest and dishonest mining play an important role for the formalization of a
fundamental assumption for Blockchain architectures later on.
Behavior. The behavior of nodes is formalized in terms of behavior trace assertions
(described in Sect. 3).
Honest nodes. The behavior of honest nodes is specified in Fig. 4 (with P and P
we denote taht P is true in the next state or in all future states, respectively). First, we
introduce several variables to denote single blocks (b) and blockchains (c and c 0 ). Note
7

the distinction between “flexible” and “rigid” variables: while “flexible” variables may
be newly interpreted at each point in time, “rigid” variables keep their value over time.
Then, we require three assertions for a honest node’s behavior: Eq. (3) requires that a new
node is initialized by the empty blockchain while Eq. (4) requires that every honest node
always forwards a copy of its local blockchain to the network through its output port
pout. Eq. (5) formalizes the consensus rule for honest nodes, which (according to Sect. 2)
requires that a honest node always takes the blockchain with maximal proof-of-work
as the current one, i.e, if a honest node receives a blockchain on its input with more
proof-of-work than its own blockchain, then it will accept that blockchain as the current
one. Its formalization consists of two parts: The antecedent characterizes the blockchain
taken by a honest node:
(
MAX (pin) if ∃c 0 ∈ pin : #c 0 > #bc,
c=
bc
else.
Since the proof-of-work for a blockchain is given by its length, the property fixes a
blockchain c, which is either a maximal blockchain from its input port pin (for the case
that it is strictly longer than its own blockchain), or its own blockchain bc (for the case
that no blockchain from its input is longer than its own blockchain). The consequent
formalizes the mining process:

¬mining ∧ bc = c ∨ mining ∧ ∃b : bc = c@b .
Thereby, a honest node may either mine a new block (mining), append it to c and
take the resulting chain as its current blockchain bc, or it may not mine any new block
(¬mining) and just set c as its current blockchain bc.
BSpec Blockchain

for Nodehhonesti of Blockchain

b:
c0 :
c:

flex
rig

B
BChBi
BChBi

bc = []




(3)


pout = bc
(
MAX (pin) if ∃c 0 ∈ pin : #c 0 > #bc,
c=
bc
else.

−→

¬mining ∧ bc = c ∨ mining ∧ ∃b : bc = c@b

(4)

!


(5)

Fig. 4: Specification of behavior for honest nodes.

Dishonest nodes. The attacker model is given by the specification of the behavior for
dishonest nodes in Fig. 5.. Similar as for honest nodes, Eq. (6) requires that a new node
is initialized by the empty blockchain. Additional behavior is characterized by Eq. (7).
Note that, compared to honest nodes, dishonest nodes may not follow the consensus
rules. Thus, while honest nodes always take the blockchain with the most proof-of-work
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as their current blockchain, dishonest nodes may take every blockchain from its input
as their current one. Moreover, in contrast to honest nodes, dishonest nodes may also
drop elements from a blockchain, thus trying to modify a blockchain’s history. The
formalization consists of two parts. The antecedent first characterizes a blockchain c:
c ∈ (pin ∪ {bc})
The consequent is similar to the one for honest nodes:
¬mining ∧ bc v c ∨ mining ∧ ∃b : bc = c@b



Note that, due to computing restrictions, even dishonest nodes may at most mine one
single block at a time. Thus, the mining case is indeed the same as for honest nodes. The
difference, however, comes with the case in which no new block is mined. While, for
such a case, honest nodes are required to take c as their current blockchain, dishonest
nodes may take an arbitrary prefix of c as their current blockchain.
BSpec Blockchain

for Nodeh¬honesti of Blockchain

b:
c:

flex
rig

B
BChBi

bc = []



(6)

c ∈ (pin ∪ {bc}) −→

¬mining ∧ bc v c ∨ mining ∧ ∃b : bc = c@b

!


(7)

Fig. 5: Specification of behavior for dishonest nodes.

4.3

Architectural Constraints

Architectural constraints restrict activation and deactivation of components and connections between component ports [15,22]. They are mainly formulated in terms of
architecture trace assertions, i.e., linear temporal logic formulæ, formulated over component ports1 . Certain constraints, however, can be expressed more easily in a graphical
manner, by annotating the pattern’s architecture diagram. In the following, we first
discuss connection constraints for Blockchain architectures. Then, we present some
basic activation constraints for such architectures. Finally, we conclude the section with
a description of a fundamental constraint for Blockchain architectures, which is essential
to guarantee persistence of blockchain entries.
Connection constraints. Connection constraints restrict connections between component ports and therefore they affect the topology of an architecture. For our pattern of
Blockchain architectures, we require a single connection constraint, which is expressed
graphically by an annotation of the architecture diagram, depicted in Fig. 3. The dashed
1

Architecture trace assertions are summarized in Sect. 3
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connection between a nodes input and output ports expresses a conditional connection
between ports pout and pin of two (possible different) components of type node. The
minimal condition for the connection to happen is expressed by the annotation
bnd hn , nd 0 hn 0 : hn ∧ hn 0 c.
The condition essentially requires the ports to be connected, whenever two components
are honest. Roughly speaking, the constraint requires that every honest node is connected
to every other honest node of the network. While this constraint is indeed a strong
requirement, it is necessary to guarantee persistence of blockchain entries.
Basic activation constraints. Activation constraints affect the activation and deactivation of components of a certain type. We require four basic activation constraints for
Blockchain architectures, summarized in Fig. 6 (with – P we denote that P was true in
the previous state) and explained in more detail in the following. Finite number of active

ASpec Basic

for Blockchain

bc :
nd :
nd 0 :
rig
hn :



 finite nd | nd


 ∃hn : hn ∧ hn


 hn ∧ hn.mining −→ – hn


 nd ∧ bc ∈ nd .pin −→ ∃nd 0 : nd 0 ∧ nd 0 .bc = bc
flex

BChBi
Nodehhni
Nodehhn 0 i
Node[honest]
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)

Fig. 6: Basic activation constraints for Blockchain architectures.

nodes. Our first activation property for Blockchain architectures is more of technical
nature and restricts the number of active components at each point in time. By Eq. (8),
we require that at each point in time, only a finite number of node components can be
active. The property should be satisfied by every architecture found in practice. However,
it is needed to guarantee that at every point in time, a node component receives only a
finite number of blockchains which, in turn, is required to guarantee the existence of a
maximal blockchain for a component’s input port.
Keeping the honest blockchain. The second activation property we require for
Blockchain architectures is needed to guarantee that the honest blockchain, i.e., the
blockchain accepted by honest nodes as the “correct” one, is not lost. It is formalized by
Eq. (9) and requires that at every point in time, there exists an active and honest node,
which stays active for at least one time step. Thus, it is guaranteed that the current honest
blockchain is stored by the honest network and does not get lost.
Mining on most recent blockchain. Another basic activation property for Blockchain
architectures is needed to ensure that the honest network indeed collaborates in the
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mining process. The property is formalized by Eq. (10) using the previous operator: it
requires that whenever a honest node is mining a new block, this node was active at
the time point right before the mining happened. This ensures that the node had indeed
access to the most recent version of the honest blockchain and works on extending this
version instead of an older one.
Closed architecture. The last basic activation property for Blockchain architectures
requires such an architecture to be closed. Eq. (11) formalizes the property and requires
that for every blockchain available at the input of any active node component at any
point in time, there exists a corresponding active node component which provides the
blockchain at its output. In other words, the property guarantees that every blockchain
available in the architecture was build up by the network via the mining process and not
injected from the outside.
A fundamental assumption for Blockchain architectures. In the following section,
we present a fundamental constraint for Blockchain architectures. Since its specification
requires to express mining frequencies, we first introduce an operator to express such
frequencies in LTL. The operator can be used to express statements of the form: “for
every time span in which at least x states can be observed which satisfy a certain property
ϕ, at least y states can be observed to satisfy a certain property ϕ0 ”.
Definition 1 (Weak until for relative frequencies). A trace t satisfies ϕ
for state predicates ϕ and ϕ0 , at time point n, iff

dx e W byc

ϕ0 ,

∃n0 ≥ n : cc(t, n, n0 , ϕ0 ) ≥ y ∧ (∀n ≤ i < n0 : cc(t, n, i, ϕ) ≤ x)
∨ (∀n0 ≥ n : cc(t, n, n0 , ϕ) ≤ x),

with cc(t, n, n0 , p)

def

=

|{i | i > n ∧ i ≤ n0 ∧ p(t(i))}|.

In Fig. 7 we use the newly introduced operator to formalize a fundamental requirement for Blockchain architectures. Roughly speaking, the property requires that for every
time span in which we can observe a number of dishonest minings which is greater or
equal to the number of confirmation blocks cb, then we can also observe a number of
honest minings which is greater than the number of confirmation blocks. Note that this
is an important requirement needed to guarantee persistence of blockchain entries.
ASpec Blockchain

 umining dcbe W

for Blockchain
bcb+1 c tmining



(12)

Fig. 7: Fundamental assumption for Blockchain architectures.

5

Verifying Blockchain Architectures

We verified an important property for Blockchain architectures which ensures persistence
of blockchain entries.
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5.1

Persistence of Blockchain Entries

As described in the introduction, Blockchain architectures were invented to solve the
double spend problem in a distributed peer-to-peer network. In order to do so, blockchain
entries, once accepted by the network, must be resistant to future modifications. This
property is summarized by the following theorem:
Theorem 1 (Persistence of blockchain entries). In a Blockchain architecture, the entries of honest blockchains, which are confirmed by a number of blocks greater or equal
to the number of confirmation blocks, are resistant to future modifications.
The theorem is formally specified by the architectural assertion depicted in Fig. 8
– P we denote that P was true in all previous states). To this end, sbc denotes a
(with 
blockchain which contains the entries supposed to be persistent and Eq. (13) - Eq. (16)
characterize a time point ns , for which the property actually holds.

ASpec Save

for Blockchain

hn :
dn :
nd :
hn 0 :
sbc :

Node[honest]
Node[¬honest]
Node
Node[honest]
hBiBC

flex
rig





∀hn 0 : ¬ hn 0 W

hn 0 ∧ sbc v hn 0 .bc



∧

PoW ≥ #sbc + cb ∧


∀dn : dn −→ #dn.bc < #sbc ∧


–
– ∀nd : nd −→ #nd .bc < #sbc ∨ sbc v nd .bc ∧
!


−→  ∀hn : hn −→ sbc v hn.bc

(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)

Fig. 8: Specification of persistence property for Blockchain architectures.

Eq. (13) requires that sbc is indeed a prefix of the blockchain of every honest node
hn 0 at hn 0 ’s first activation after ns . It basically ensures that the honest network is
initialized with blockchains extending sbc.
Eq. (14) requires the proof-of-work at time point ns to be greater or equal to the length
of sbc, increased by the number of confirmation blocks cb. This equation is required
to provide the honest network with some lead over a potential attacker, which might
want to change sbc. Note, however, that the assumption is indeed feasible, since
Thm. 1 ensures persistence only of entries which were confirmed by cb number of
blocks.
Eq. (15) requires the length of the blockchain of every active and dishonest node dn
to be less than the length of sbc. Together with Eq. (16), this equation ensures that
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a potential attacker did not prepare a “false” blockchain before time point ns , which
he could then use later on to cheat the honest network.
Eq. (16) requires for every node’s blockchain nd .bc, at every time point before ns , that
sbc is either a prefix of nd .bc or that the length of nd .bc is smaller than the length
of sbc.
For every time point ns , for which the above conditions hold, the property depicted in
Fig. 8 guarantees that sbc will always be a prefix of every honest node’s blockchain
(formalized by Eq. (17)).
5.2

Verification Effort

The pattern’s specification (as presented in Sect. 4) was formalized in three different
Isabelle/HOL theories, which are available via the Archive of Formal Proofs in [19]:
– a theory Auxiliary, which contains some auxiliary results, such as custom induction rules;
– a theory RF_LTL, which contains a calculus for Blockchain architectures, based on
counting LTL;
– a theory Blockchain, which is the main theory containing the actual formalization
of the pattern.
Theorem 1 was then formalized as theorem blockchain-save in theory Blockchain and
mechanically verified in Isabelle. Its proof consists of roughly 3 500 lines of Isabelle/Isar
code and required an effort of roughly three person months (by a person with around
two years of experience in using Isabelle).
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Discussion

We admit that the specification presented in Sect. 4 is somehow idealized and some of
the assumptions may not always hold. Thus, to better understand when the results can be
applied, we discuss some of these assumptions in more detail.
Cryptographic aspects. Cryptography is an important aspect when it comes to
Blockchain. For example, some Blockchain implementations make extensive use of
Merkle tree’s [25] to ensure integrity of blockchains. With the work presented in
this paper, we abstracted from cryptographic aspects. Rather, we assumed integrity
of blockchains and focused on the problem of building consensus in a way to resist
double spend attacks. Of course, flaws in the implementation of the integrity mechanism
might lead to situations in which the results presented in this paper are not valid anymore.
Thus, for such applications, one first needs to verify correctness of the employed integrity
mechanism. Only then, our results can be applied to support the verification.
Probabilistic aspects. In Blockchain, the process of mining new blocks is usually
of probabilistic nature and thus, it is actually difficult to provide any “hard” guarantees.
The reason why we could provide such a guarantee here, is the probabilistic nature of
the assumption provided by Eq. (12). In a real-world setting, the assumption is usually
only valid with a certain probability. Thus, also the corresponding guarantee, provided
by Thm. 1, is only valid with a certain probability. Hence, to use the results presented
in this paper for a concrete setting, one first needs to verify (or estimate) the probability
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of Eq. (12) to be true in this setting. This is then also the probability of Thm. 1 to be true
in this setting.
Broadcast. Another limitation of the specification presented in this paper is the
connection constraint provided by Fig. 3, which requires honest nodes to be always
connected. While this may seem too strict, it indeed reflects a real problem in Blockchain
networks, such as Bitcoin, in which “resilience to the double spending attack relies
strongly on the assumption that Bitcoin’s P2P network is connected, and that honest
nodes are able to communicate.” [36] Thus, to ensure that Thm. 1 holds, and thus the corresponding Blockchain network indeed resists double spend attacks, the network needs to
employ mechanisms to ensure a high degree of connectivity for the honest sub-network.
The attacker model. The attacker model presented in Fig. 5 does not allow the
instantaneous modification of blocks within a blockchain. Rather, modifying an entry can
only be done by first removing corresponding entries from the top of the blockchain and
then to add new blocks over time. This assumption is based on two fundamental design
decisions inherent in bitcoin-like Blockchain applications: First, as already discussed
above, such Blockchain applications usually employ Merkle tree’s to ensure integrity of
blockchains. Second, adding new blocks to a blockchain is done through mining, which
usually requires some time and cannot happen instantaneous.

7

Related Work

This paper provides a formalization of Blockchain architectures and a mechanized proof
of an important safety property regarding integrity of blockchain entries. Thus, related
work can be found in formalizations of Blockchain architectures in general, as well as
verification of consensus algorithms, specifically.
7.1

Formalizations of Blockchain Concepts

There has been some work in formalizing and investigating different aspects of Blockchain
technologies. A lot of research in this area is devoted to the formalization of concrete
technological implementations. The Ethereum Virtual Machine and its contract language
Solidity, for example, are formalized in Coq [12] and Isabelle/HOL [11], respectively.
Another interesting branch of research in this area concerns the study of so-called
smart contracts. Such contracts can be used to associate transactions with code, which
execution is triggered by certain events. A proposal to formalize such contracts is provided by Bhargavan [5]. Approaches for their verification were made based on behavior
models [1], Finite State Machines [23], or interactive theorem proving [2].
Relation to our work: The studies described so far report on the formalization of various types of concepts found in Blockchain technology. Thus, they provide many insights
into the formalization and even mechanization of various concepts used in Blockchain.
The main difference to our work lies in the scope of these studies: while they focus on
the details of these different concepts, we try to integrate them at a more abstract level
in a so-called Blockchain architecture. One exception here is Pirlea’s recent work [29]
which goes in a similar direction to our work. The authors try to come up with an abstract
model of Blockchain, which we would consider a Blockchain architecture, in Coq. What
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is interesting is that they identify important aspects of Blockchain architectures and
provide abstract notions for them. Specifically, they introduce an abstract notion of proof
object and a so-called validator acceptance function, which is used to ensure validity of a
block w.r.t. a specific proof object. Moreover, they abstract from the concrete consensus
agreement, called Fork Choice Rule in an abstract function, which they require to form
a total order between blockchains. These abstractions allow their model to be applied
to various scenarios. While, with our work, we follow a similar approach, there are some
notable differences: (i) First, with our implementation in Isabelle/HOL we provide an
alternative framework for Isabelle/HOL users. (ii) A more important difference, however,
concerns the scope of the proved property: In their work, the authors verified that a
Blockchain architecture, in a consistent state, will eventually reach a consistent state
again. In our work, we were rather interested in blockchain integrity, i.e., that additions
to the blockchain are guaranteed to be persistent. (iii) Finally, in their work, they do
not consider possible attackers. As shown in this work, these nodes may have different
behavior and we were interested whether this could influence integrity.
7.2

Verification of Consensus Algorithms

Consensus mechanisms for Blockchain architectures are actually an instance of more
traditional, distributed fault tolerance protocols. Such protocols were intensively studied
over the last decades and mechanical verifications exist, for example, for Paxos [8,13],
Raft [32,34], and the classical Two-Phase Commit [30]. More recently, work in this
area focuses on the verification of more Blockchain-specific protocols. Kiayias [14], for
example, proposes a verified consensus protocol based on proof-of-stake.
Relation to our work: The work discussed so far provides formalizations of various
protocols, useful for the implementation of distributed trust. The pattern proposed
and verified in this paper, however, uses a mechanism called “proof-of-work”. Thus,
approaches using proof-of-work are most closely related to our work and are discussed
in more detail. The idea of applying proof-of-work to the problem of establishing
distributed trust goes back to Nakamoto in its original bitcoin paper [26]. Here the author
provides a mathematical description of the theory behind Blockchain technology and
provides probabilistic bounds about certain security concerns. Garay [9,10] and Pass [28]
elaborate on these ideas and identify and verify two properties of proof-of-work: common
prefix and chain quality. The former is actually similar to Thm. 1 proved in this paper.
While these works provide similar results to ours, there are two notable differences to
our work: (i) First, the above approaches exclusively focus on probabilistic boundaries.
While such boundaries are important in the area of Blockchain, we try to identify the
preconditions which are required in order to establish these properties. (ii) Second, the
above works were not mechanized, so far.

8

Conclusion

In this paper, we reported on the outcome of applying FACT UM to specify a variant of
Blockchain architectures [26] and verify that blockchains are guaranteed to be persistent
for architectures implementing the specification:
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– The blockchain itself is modeled as a parametric list over blocks.
– Nodes represent the types of components. They either keep a blockchain and forward
copies to other nodes or they may add at most one new block through mining.
Thereby, we distinguish between two types of nodes: Honest nodes strictly follow
the consensus rules and when faced with different copies of a blockchain, they
always take the longest one (containing the most amount of work) as the “correct”
one. Dishonest nodes on the other hand, do not necessarily follow the consensus
rules and may also remove blocks from any blockchain they receive, in order to
attempt to modify a certain entry.
– A Blockchain architecture is parameterized by a number of confirmation blocks, i.e.,
a value which determines the number of blocks which need to be mined on top of a
block in order to consider this block to be save.
We also propose a formalization of a desired safety property: persistence of blockchain
entries. Finally, we (mechanically) verified the property from the specification.
Throughout the paper, we describe 11 characteristic properties for Blockchain architectures and one fundamental assumption about relative mining frequencies, which
guarantee persistence of blockchain entries. The properties can be used to support the
verification of Blockchain architectures. To this end, an architecture specification is verified to satisfy the properties and in return, persistence of blockchain entries is guaranteed
by Thm. 1. For the case that nodes are implemented by means of statemachines, this
step could even be automated using model checking techniques. In addition, the paper
presents a case study about the use of FACT UM for the verification of dynamic architectures. Thereby it reveals interesting insights to direct future research. On the positive
side, it shows feasibility of verifying properties for dynamically evolving architectures,
even if we need to reason about unbounded number of components. On the negative
side, we discovered two main weaknesses: Since the approach is based on interactive
theorem proving, the effort required to verify an architecture is still relatively high. For
example, the verification of the property presented in this paper required a total effort of
roughly three person months. Another weakness concerns the usability of the approach
in practice since verification requires expertise in interactive theorem proving, which
is not always available.
Based on the outcome of this study, we derive two directions for future work: (i) One
direction should focus on extending the preliminary analysis of Blockchain architectures
presented in this paper. To this end it should mainly address the limitations identified in
Sect. 6: partial broadcasts, cryptographic aspects, explicit consideration of probabilities.
(ii) Another direction should address to extend the FACT UM approach based on the
lessons learned from this case study. In particular possibilities for proof automation and
proof modeling should be investigated.
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